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Tables of Electron Density, Ion Density, Net Charge Density 
and Potential in the Sphere Wake and the Cylinder %Jake 
for  the Following Cases: 
SPHERE 
The structure of the disturbed region behind moving bodies in eol- 
lisionless plasma for the sphere and for the idinitely long circular cyl- 
inder has been reported by ~ i u " '  and by ~ew") where results  of self- 
consistent numerical solutions w e  given in graphical form. In the 
se t  of tables here, additional information contained in the whole set cf 
near wake points as originally computed will be presented in order that 
it be available to research workers who may have need of these mcr s  
precise results  in t hek  studies. 
Self -Cons istent Calculation 
The theory accounts for the eleckostat ic field effects of space 
charge and body surface potential as well as the influenee of the potez- 
tial field on the ion motion. The calculation considers a moving bedy 0" 
dimension R with a constant negative surface potential, $ immersed --I 
s' 
a rarefied plasma of singly charged positive ions and eleckons. The 
f r ee  s t ream plasma is considered to be in bithermal equilibrium, h-zavi-g 
an electron temperature T and an ion temperature T.. It is a s s u ~ e d  
e 1 
Liu, V. C. (1969), "Ionospheric Gas Dynamics of Satellites and 31- 
agnostic Probes, " Space Science Reviews 9, 423. 
- 
'2' Jew, H. (1968), "Studies of the Rarefied-Plasma Interactions at Mess- 
thermal Speeds, " Ph. 114 Thesis, The University of Michigan (Universi'g 
Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan). 
that the body speed V l ies between the ambient ion thermal speed G. a~.' 
1 
the electron thermal speed C,, i. e. , C.  < V << Ce. It is further as- 
1 
seamed that the body surface absorbs electrons and neutralizes the ions 
which collide with it. In this model, the smallest collision mean free 
path is much greater than body size which is larger than the Debye 
length A. Magnetic field effects a r e  neglected. 
Under the assumptions of negative surface potential @ < 0 and '17 <:< C 
S f? 
the electron density M /N with N = ambient electron and ion density, 
e o o 
can be approximated by the Solbmann diskibution in t e rms  of poterriia: 
. 
The ion distribution function is governed by the collisionless BoLtz- 
mann equation coupled with Psissonys equation for field potential $. U s  irg 
(1) Jeansq theorem (~~orodnikov") ;  Liu ), ion density N./N can bs evahs-tec' 
B 0 
(2) ( ~ i u " ) ;  Jew ). 
The discretized Dirichlet boundary value problem for the dist-'~r-$e);~ 
wake region was solved numerically as described in ~ i u ' "  and ir J~w" '"  
resulting in 
as functions of coordinates (Z/R, p/W) for the sphere and of coordi.mces 
(%/It, Y/R) for the cylinder. See Figure 1 for wake coordinate notatie.~ 
(3) Ogorodnjkov, K. F. (1965)1 TIDynamics of Stellar Systems, " Mac-. 
Millan Publishing Cornpamy, New Hork, p. 143. 
flow 
- 
Figure 1. Coordinates, (a> Sphere; (b) Cylinder. 
Four nondimensional parameters characterize the interaction prob- 
lem. In terms of these, the following cases have been computed axd 
tabulated: 
SPHERE 
1. R/h  = 20 , T /T. = 1 , v/@. = 8 , e$ /KT = -1 
e P I! s e 
2. R/X = 20 Te/T. = l , V/Ci = 8 , eQ, /KT = - 5  
a s e 
3. R/X=20 , Te/T. = 1 , V/C. = 4  eeS/KTe= -1 
P 1 
4. R / x  = 20 , Te/T. = 5 , V/Ci = 8 , e$S/KT = -1 
B e 
5. R / x =  5 T / T . = l  , V / C . = 8  , e$ / K T , = - 1  
e a a s 
6. R /A  = 1 T, /T~ = 1 , V/C. = 8 , e @ s / K ~ e  = -1 
B 
Tables of EBecbostatic Structure of Near Wakes 
behind Space Probes at  the Mesothermal Speeds (4) 
These tables give the electron density Ne/No, ion density N./X 
I 0  
net charge density (Ne - Ni)/No, and potential e@/KT corresponding :s 
e 
the point (z/R, p/R) or (Z/R, Y/R) in the wake of the sphere or  of the 
cylinder. Numbers in these a re  in floating point, with a mantiss?. 
followed by a scale factor: For example, 
Interpr etation 
.2000 x 10' 
. 1808 x lo2 
.999976 x lo0 
9 9 9 9 7 1  x 10' 
(4) The work has been supported by NASA Grant NGR 23-005-094. 
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